An improved CML estimation procedure for the Rasch model with item response data.
Ordinal response data are commonly observed in health and medical investigations that include several items. The primary goal in the modelling of item response data is to find a unique measurement of the person's abilities and of the item difficulties that satisfies the properties of the fundamental measurement. One such analytic method in item response theory is the Rasch measurement, which is a way to convert ordinal observations into linear measures. Current estimation strategies assume the independence of the Rasch model parameters. In this paper, based on the conditional maximum likelihood, we implemented a simultaneous estimation method that can compare the Rasch parameters more efficiently. We also obtained the asymptotic properties of these estimators and developed the conditional likelihood ratio test for the goodness-of-fit of the model. Simulation studies were used to demonstrate the improved performance of our estimators as compared to that of currently used conditional method known as the CON procedure. We conclude that our estimation method outperforms CON in both model fit and the precision of the Rasch estimators.